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the country
An architect's own home in Albany, WA, makes
the most of its wild and windy site, using Passive
House techniques to keep the weather out.



o
Designed as two pavilions connected by a

glazed corridor, Julie's house provides
zoned, flexible living spaces that reduce the
need for heating. The walls are constructed
from SlPs, designed to standard sizes to
minimise on site cutting and waste;

cladding is FSC-certified local jarrah.

o
A covered deck between the two parts of
the house is sheltered from the prevailing

southern elements and allows comfortable
outdoor living. The roo{ pitch has been

designed to optimise a future solar PV

system.

TUCKED IN A VALLEY SURROUNDED

by sand dunes, this modern country house

has views across to Albany's famous wind
farm with its 12 turbines that supply B0 per

cent ofthe town's energy needs. It's a visual
reminder that this is a cool and breezy
place, even in the middle of summer.

Even though the house is flve

kilometres from the coast, the family
that lives here can hear the waves ofthe
Southern Ocean pounding against the
shore when they stand outside or open the
windows. But inside, it is quiet and warm,
thanks to the Passive House principles that
guided architect and owner Julie de Jong in
its design.

She wanted to mitigate the local
conditions and provide a buffer against the
southern elements, so the house is arranged

on an east-west axis with the living spaces

facing north, in two pavilions joined by a

glazed walkway.
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"One ofthe lovely things about being
in the country is having lots of open space

around the house," Julie says. "The glass

corridor means that when I walk from my
bedroom to the kitchen in the morning I
can see what the weather is like, and have

an immediate connection with nature,

while also having that lovely snug feeling of
being warm inside."

The family moved south from Perth flve
years ago when Julie was pregnant with
their second child. "When we bought this
land, it was still a big paddock," she recalls.

At flrst, they rented an old house in the
town centre that was freezing cold in winter,
and not much better in summer. Living
there helped Julie to work out what they
needed, as she began work on the design.

"It's a cold climate even in summer,

when any higher temperatures are not
sustained for iong," she says. 'And there is

not as much double-brick construction here
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o
The house is built on a

concrete slab, fullY

insulated from the ground

below and around the

edges to maximise its

thermal mass Potential'
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o
The onlY active heat is

provided bY the slow

combustion firePlace in the

eastern living area; wood

for fuel comes from the site

and a familY farm. A heat

transfer system ducts warm

air to the rest of the house'

but Julie saYs the Passive

thermal Performance of the

house means theY don't use

the firePlace as much as

they exPected.
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as in Perth - it's more lightweight timber-
framed buildings - so there are plenty of
carpenters among the 1ocal builders."

Working within the constraints of the
environment and the availability of local
trades, Julie experimented in ways she

hadn't been able to on clients'proiects.
"In Perth, I'd always looked at alternative
construction methods but clients wouldn't
go for them," she says. "So I built our house
out of SIPs [structural insulated panels] and
timber framing, with timber cladding on
the outside.

'As a child, I lived in the southern forest
region and I wanted a timber aesthetic
because of the appeal of living with natural
materials, and because it suits this climate
well ifyou incorporate high levels of
insulation," she adds. The exterior walls
comprise 14Smm-thick insulated panels

with an R-value of 3.5, a 35 millimetre air
gap, and an outer layer ofiarrah cladding.
"It's a pretty chunky timber wall," Julie
says.

Thermal modelling suggested that
indoor temperatures would be sufficient
to leave out the planned in-slab heating
system, which saved $30,000 and has

turned out to be a good decision. "It rarely
gets cold and we don't use the only heater

- the 1og flre in the main living room - as

much as we thought we would, because it
gets too hot," Julie says.

To distribute that heat throughout the
house, Julie installed a heat transfer system
after the flrst winter. It collects hot air from
the raked ceiling in the main living space

and pumps it into the living room and
children's playroom in the bedroom wing.
Dividing the house into two areas helps to
reduce heating costs and provides useful
separation when guests visit.

Julie admits there are some downsides
ofbeing an architect and designing your
own home, including the desire to have

the best of everything on a tight budget.
She made some big-ticket purchases but
justifled those because the family intends to
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live in the house for many years.

"Ultimately we were happy to invest in
a quality build and high-quality flnishes,"
she says. "For example, it would have been
cheaper to use an off-the-shelf cladding
product than the solid jarrah outside,

and we integrated a lot of natural timber
inside, which was an additional cost over

the preflnished SIPs, but I think the timber
flnishes contribute to a sense ofgeneral
wellbeing."

The process of building her own home
and bouncing ideas offher husband Lee -
who played the role of client - helped Julie
to explain all of her choices in lalperson's
terms, giving her useful insights for future
pro,ects with clients.

"My husband was reading a lot of
Sanctuary magazines at the start, to learn
about the terminology and concepts: that
it's not iust about aesthetics and floor
area," she says. "When I was using the
environmental modelling tools to get the
sun angles and eave overhangs iust right, I

o
Cabinetry in the kitchen

and elsewhere in the house

is made from E0 substrate.

The kitchen benchtop is

Paperock, a compressed

paper and resin product.
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o
All plumbing fixtures are rated S-star WELS

to minimise water use; a 1 10,000 litre
rainwater tank with a UV water treatment
system is plumbed to the entire house.

o
The double-glazed entry walkway between
the two parts of the house allows for an

immediate connection with the surrounding

environment and is one of Juliet favourite
features.
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brought him along with me."

Julie also explained to Lee why she

selected Tasmanian oak for the interiors

- it was the cheapest plantation timber
available - and why it was worthwhile to
install under-slab and slab-edge insulation.

"In the flrst year we moved in, it took
about 12 months for the temperature of the
slab to neutralise and to store warmth and

regulate with the ground temperature, as

it cured and settled in on the site, but now
it means the indoor temperature is very
stable," she says.

It wasn't all plain sailing. The build
itself was like an episode of crand Designs

at times, Julie recalls - but the flnal result

was worth the effort, and the project
provided her with a great introduction to
life and work in Albany.

"It offered me a chance to establish

relationships with local builders and

tradespeople, and as a new director at H+H,

it was my chance to say: 'This is how I like

to do things'," she says.

"The thing I love most about our house

- apart from the fact that it's so lovely and

warm - is the way that we can look out and

not see any of our neighbours, iust the views

and my horses in the paddock. And we get

kangaroos on our front lawn, and that never

getstired!" I
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